
Chapter 6

The BalanceofPayments

The deficit on the currentaccount balance of payments rose to $ 4.9 billion in
1996, despite the improvement in the termsof trade and the markedmoderation
of world prices. This deficit resulted from the large budget deficit and the
continued relatively rapid irse of privatesector domestic demand alongside
the slower increase in supply. In part this reflected a slowdown in the growth
rateof factorsofproduction, and in part a decline in profitability, especially in
the traded sector. Excess demandwas expressed primarily in the rapid increase
in imports beyond that deirving from the compositionofusesof resources
as well as in the continued decline in exports of the 'traditional' industires,
whose proiftability is low. By contrast, exportsofhightech industires continued
to grow rapidly. Exportsoftouirsm services plummeted dueto secuirty incidents
at the beginning of the year.

The balanceofpayments deficit was financed by continued short and long
term capital inflow in 1996, alongside a considerable increase in the foreign
exchange reserves. The extensive flows of longterm capital during the last
two years are connected with Israel's improved risk rating and international
standing in view of the US government loan guarantees and progress in the
peace process. Largescale private shorttermcapital inflow continued,
principally because of the yield differential between Israel and abroad. At the
same time, the net external debt/GDP ratio continued to fall, reaching the
relatively low level of about 21 percent.

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

The deficit on the currentaccount balance of payments reached $ 4.9 billion,
compared with $ 3.9 billion in 1995 (5.1 percent ofGDP in 1996 compared with 4.5
percent in 1995).' The deficit widened in 1996 after growing appreciably in 1994 and

' The calculation is based on nominal GDP divided by the annual average exchange rate. A
calculation based on National Accounts figures at constant prices, on the other hand, indicates
that as a proportion of GDP the currentaccount deficit and the import surplus rose more
markedly. The difference is due to real appreciation.

The deficit on the
currentaccount
balance of payments
rose to $ 4.9 billion.
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1995, continuing the trend evident since the influxof immigrants began (at the end of
1989) (Figure 6.1). The deficit grew despite both the improvement in the terms of
trade in 1996 (after two years in which they had deteriorated) and the moderation of
dollarpirces of imports and exports . The large currentaccount deficit that accompanied
the substantial publicsector deficit made policymakers realize that fiscal restraint
would be necessary in 1997.
In 1996 the currentaccount deficit was financed by continued short and long

termcapital inflows, allowing a significant buildupofthe foreignexchange reserves.
The irsk endemic in an ongoing currentaccount deficit such as prevailed in 1996 is
that economic stability will be undermined, as the cost of financing it can rise
significantly, placing a heavy burden on the economy. This will be the case especially
when the US government guarantees come to an end. Note in this connection that
capital flows, especially shortterm ones which are sensitive to yield differentials,
can change direction rapidly. Nonetheless, the foreign debt/GDP ratio continued
to fall in 1996, and the relatively low level of 21 percent diminished the threat to
economic stability.
The import surplus rose from $ 11.1 billion in 1995 to $ 12.9 billion in 1996.The

rise reflects some easing of the rate at which domestic demand expanded, and the
slowingof the growthofaggregate supply. The fact that GDP growth declined beyond
the moderation in demand reflected a 0.7 percentagepoint fall in the shareof national
saving in GDP (due to the decline in public saving) and the stability of the share of
investment in GDP, so that the gap between them widened slightly. The widening on

Table 6.1
Financing the Current Account, 199096

)$ billion(

199619951994
Average
199093

4.93.92.30.2Current account

12.811.19.36.8Total import surplus
11.09.87.85.0Civilian import surplus

31.329.825.520.7Exports
42.239.633.325.7Civilian imports

7.97.37.06.6Unilateral transfers

Financing
4.42.32.90.5Longterm capital lfows

2.20.60.00.3Shortterm capital lfows

0.51.01.30.3Capital lfows of banking system

2.21.20.80.2Errors and omissions

3.51.20.00.1Rise () in foreignexchange reserves
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the import surplus reflected a considerable volume increase in imports of goods and
services alongside a slight decline in prices, and the slower rate at which exports rose
together with a slight rise in prices.
Merchandise imports, which were particularly high in the first quarter of 1996,

moderated slightly in the second, and then stabilized at a moderate level for the rest
ofthe year. Merchandise exports, which grew relatively modestly until the third quarter,
rose markedly in the last. These trends were expressed in the significant improvement
in the balance of trade in the second half of the year. The improvement in the
goods and services account was smaller because of the continued decline in exports
of tourism services.
The extent of the currentaccount deficit, which has averaged 4.8 percent of GDP

in the last two years, was due to the relaxation of fiscal restraint reflected in an
increasing deviation from the domestic budget deficit combined with a relatively
high level of domestic demand by the private sector. This occurred even though
immigration declined in those years, and the initial stage of immigrant absorption,
which is investmentintensive (especially in housing), came to an end. Excess domestic
demand, together with contractionary monetary policy and extensive capital inflows,
led to real appreciation, expressed in lower profitability in the traded sector. This also
had an adverse effect on aggregate supply, contributing to the expansionof the balance
ofpayments deficit. This adverse effect was expressed primairly in the rapid rise of
imports beyond what was required by the compositionof usesof resources (assuming
a constant import component) and by the decline in some export industries, especially
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at more than $ 11 billion
at the end of 1996.

the traditional ones whose proiftability is low. Exports of the product of hightech
industries continued to expand rapidly, however.
The security incidents at the beginning of the year and the consequent lengthy

closure of the Autonomy and the administered areas harmed both imports and exports.
Exports oftourism services plummeted and labor services imported from the Autonomy
and the administered areas were replaced by labor services from abroad. Imports of
goods from the Autonomy and the administered areas also plunged (though it is
reasonable to assume that to some extent they were replaced by imports from
other sources).
Capital inflowwas significantly higher in 1996 than the balanceofpayments deficit

financing requirement, and was expressed in a $ 3.5 billion increase in the oficial
foreignexchange reserves,2 which were more than $ E billion at the end of 1996. As
a result, implied capital imports3 were over $ 8 billion in 1996 compared with about
$ 5 billion in 1995. Since 1993 longterm capital inlfows have grown appreciably as
a result of the increased capital inlfow of the public sector in the wake of the US
government loan guarantees. Since 1995 the capital inlfowof the private sector has
risen markedly also due to Israel's improved credit risk rating and international standing
in viewofpeace process, the US guarantees, and the general expansion of investment
in emerging economies. Shotrterm capital inlfow of the nonfinancial private sector
remained consistently large, mainly due to yield differentials on the domestic and
foreign markets as a result of the relatively high interest rate maintained by the Bank
of Israel throughout the year. Capital inlfow in 1996 over and beyond the current
account deficit financing requirement was relfected by excess supply of foreign
currency for most of the year. This exerted downward pressure on the exchange rate,
after the Bank of Israel confined its intervention in the foreignexchange market to
defending the borders of the exchangerate band.

2 Some of the US aid for 1995$ 950 million was received only at the beginning of
1996 instead of at the end of 1995. The change in the reserves in 1996 includes this aid.If the
aid had been received on time, the reserves would have risen by an additional $ 950 million in
1 995 (an increase of $ 2.2 billion instead of$ 1.2 billion) and the increase in 1996 would have
been smaller by that amount. Since the unilateral transfers itemofthe current account includes
the aid as if received when due, the shortterm capital exports item was adjusted so that the
actual state of the reserves could be recorded. Accordingly, the capital exports of the
government$ 950 million were recorded as at the end of 1995, and shortterm capital
imports of the same amount were recorded at the beginning of 1996. These adjustments did
not affect the basic and currentaccount deficits. The actual development of the foreign
exchange reserves affected the calculation of implied capital imports in 1995 and 1996 and
the foreign debt in 1995.

3 Implied capital imports are the sum of the currentaccount deficit and the rise in the
official foreigncurrency reserves.
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2. THE CURRENTACCOUNT

General review

The currentaccount deficit widened in 1996to $ 4.9 billionas a result of the
$ 1.7 billion increase in the import surplus, accompanied by an $ 0.5 billion rise in
unilateral transfers. The increase in the import surplus reflects the continued rapid
rise in the volume of imports and relative moderation of export growth. The relative
stability of import and export prices and the improvement in Israel's terms of trade
tended to reduce the expansion of the import surplus. Imports of consumer goods,
both durables and nondurables, continued their marked volume rise, while imports of
intermediates (excluding fuel and diamonds) moderated somewhat. Export growth
slowed, with a steep drop in exports of tourism services and a decline in exports of
most of the traditional industries; despite the latter there was a 7 percent rise in the
volume of total industrial exports. Exports of hightech industries, by contrast, rose
steeply by between 15 and 20 percent (Tables 6.A.4 and 6.A.5, and Figure 6.3).
Developments on the current account should be reviewed in the context of the

exogenous conditions facing Israel's economy, the security and geopolitical situation,
and macroeconomic factors. Changes in the wider economic background were mixed
in 1996, and although world trade expandedmore slowly, it still grew relatively rapidly.
Israel's termsoftrade improved, after two years in which they had deteriorated.World
trade prices declined slightly, after rising considerably in 1995, and this acted to reduce
the import surplus. The security incidents in the second quarter of the year harmed
exports, however, as did the uncertainty with regard to political developments; exports
of touirsm services were particularly hard hit.

The improvement in Israel's termsoftrade was due pirncipally to the strengthening
of the dollar (by 8 percent against the 4currency basket4), which accounts for a larger
proportion of Israel's exports than of imports. The 3 percent decline in world pirces
of manufactured goods, considerable increase in the price of fuel, and slight (0.7
percent) irse in world pirces of raw mateirals acted to worsen Israel's terms of trade,
since it imports raw mateirals and exports manufactured goods. However, pirces of
imported intermediates, with the exception of fuel and diamonds, fell by about 3

percent (inter alia because of the liberalization of trade).5
The widening of the currentaccount deficit to 5 percent of GDP in 1996 reflects

the import surplus, which has been irsing in the last few years. At the beginning of the
1990s it increased at an acceptable rate in view of the increased investment demand

The widening of the
import surplus reflects
the continued rapid
volume increase in
impotrs and moderation
of expotr growth.

The volume of indus
trial expotrs increased
by 7 percent.

Israel's terms of trade
improved, after two
years of deterioration.

4 The German mark, pound sterling, French franc, and Japanese yen, in accordance with
their weights in the basket of currencies excluding the dollar.

5 The effect of the liberalization oftrade on prices of imported intermediates is insigniifcant,
as to a great extent they were exempt from tariffs in the past, too.
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Table 6.2
Background Conditions, 199096

)rate of change, percent(

Average
199619951994199093

World tradea
Quantitative expansion

6.78.98.84.4Goods and services

6.49.19.54.6Goods

0.78.82.51.8Prices )$(

1.75.02.21.1Terms of trade
0.34.90.42.8Export prices11 )$(

1.410.21.92.2Import prices11 )$(

a SOURCE: IMF, World Economic Outlook, October 1996.
b Excluding capital services and diamonds.

In the last two years the
increase in the deficit
has mainly reflected a
decline in the national

saving rate.

required for the absorptionofthe largescale immigration. If it remains high, however,
this could undermine economic stability, especially since in the last two years the rise
in the deficit has primarily reflected the decline in the national saving rate (i.e., a rise
in consumption), while the share of investment has remained stable. Domestic demand
continued to grow quite rapidly in 1996 while supply expanded more moderately, so
that the excess domestic demand led to a large currentaccount deficit. It is impossible
to tell on the basisofchanges in the compositionofdemandwhether domestic demand
crowded out exports in 1996. The slower rate of export growth reflected mainly a
sharp drop in exportsof touirsm services as a resultofexogenous factors the secuirty
incidents at the beginningofthe year whereas the growth rateofmerchandise exports
(excluding diamonds and exports to the Autonomy and the administered areas), and
specifically of manufactured goods, accelerated. On the other hand, the volume irse
in imports exceeded expectations based on the increase in domestic use of resources
(assuming constant coefficients), and this is consistent with the decline in their relative
price, i.e., real appreciation (Chapter 2).
The real exchange rate (defined as import or export pirces divided by the implicit

price indexof GDP), which has been appreciating continuously since the mid1980s,
continued to do so by 6 percentin 1996, some2or 3 percent above the annual
average in the 1990s (Table 6.3).6 Partofthe real appreciationof recent years was due

6 The index of pirces of tradable goods divided by the index of prices of nontradable goods,
based on the CPI, ascited in Chapter3, indicates that real appreciation has been far more moderate
3 percent. The real exchange rate, which is calculated on the basis of the exchange rate adjusted
for differences in inflation between Israel and its trading partners, also indicates that real
appreciation was lower3 percent for consumer pirces and 5 percent for wholesale pirces.
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Table 6.3
Relative Pirces andExchangeRates, 199196

(rate of change, percent(

Average ,

1996y■■ 1995 V1994199093 .

0.5\ 8.4. ' : ■"2:21.5., '■A".Import prices )$(

0.60.9\0.3Export prices )$(

11.2,9.212.314.8 ./ ;GDP prices a

Real exchange rates

6.90.3 v' ''4.65.3Import/GDP prices

4.6.'4.1 ;/6.13.5 . ~.:''Export/GDP prices

3.23.1 \6.24.5. Tradables/nontradables prices

Exchange rates (annual averages(

5.90.06.412.0NIS/dollar

3.54.67.811.5NIS/currency basket

 8.05.0 2.8 .0.7, _,Dollar/4currency basket 4b
a Implicit price index. ''"'\:"~
b The German mark, pound sterling,French franc,,and Japanese yen,in accordance

with their weights in the basket of currencies excluding the dollar. ■" ■■. _

to longterm factors characteristic of growing economies with a similar level of
incomea rise in the relative demand for nontradables and the diversion of supply
towards tradables as a result of the faster increase in their productivity. It is more
difficult to explain the pace of appreciation in 1996, however, when construction
demand slowed substantially (in previous years the surge in demand in this industry
and the rise in its prices accounted for someofthe real appreciation). The moderation
of prices abroad and the macroeconomic policy mix expansionary fiscal policy and
the monetary restraint adopted in order to attain the inflation target played an
important role in generating real appreciation in 1996 (Chapters 1 and 2). In dollar
terms, prices of imports fell by 0.5 percent, with those of imported intermediates
rising by the same amount. Export prices rose by 0.5 percent, whereas the implicit
price index of GDP rose by about 12 percent, similar to its annual rate since 1992.
Thus, the moderation of world prices together with only slight nominal depreciation
was not translated into the moderation of the implicit price index of GDP. This
lack of response is not fully explained by excess demand, especially in view of
the relatively elastic supply of foreign workers in the untraded sector. It seems,
therefore, that some of the explanation lies in nominal rigidities, i.e., a persistent
increase in the implicit price index of GDP, at the same rate as the average of the last
few years (see Chapter 3(.
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Part of the real
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explained by longterm
factors and nominal
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The exports of the
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while hightech indus
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expand rapidly.

Given the expansionary fiscal policy, would a less contractionary monetary policy
with its attendant faster nominal depreciation have reduced the rate of real
appreciation? If real appreciation largely expresses real forces mainly the size and
composition of demand the acceleration of nominal depreciation will have only a

small and temporary effect on real depreciation,7 especially when the economy is
approaching full employment. However, the relatively elastic supply of foreign
workers, especially in the nontraded sector, weakens the contention that the economy
is approaching full employment. In addition, a less contractionary monetary policy
would have been reflected by faster expansion of domestic demand, leading to an
even larger currentaccount deficit and greater deviation from the inflation target.
Nonetheless, if prices are determined on the basis of expected depreciation in
accordance with the slopeofthe band, faster depreciation (i.e., steeper than the expected
rate) would have relatively little effect on pirces, and real shotrterm appreciation
would have been smaller.
As stated, the real appreciation of 1996, continuing the trendof the last few years,

expresses the moderation of impotr and expotr prices relative to domestic pirces and
consequently serves as oneofthe indicatorsof the persistent erosionofthe profitability
of exports and impotr substitutes visavis the production of nontradable goods.
However, the expotr trends of various industries indicate that hardest hit were those
with relatively low profitability (the traditional industries), i.e., those less able to
absorb futrher erosion of their profit margin. Hightech industries, on the other hand,
continued to expand rapidly, despite real appreciation, the main constraint to even
faster growth being the lack of skilled workers, patricularly specialized engineers
and technicians. The fact that the traditional industires expotr mainly to Europe whose
currencies became weaker, whereas the market for hightech expotrs is in the dollar
bloc and the dollar gained strength in 1996, also helps to explain the different trends
of these industires.8 Note, however, that the circumstances that served to moderate
the effect of real appreciation on some components of expotrs will not necessarily
persist, and the ability to absorb the erosion of the profit margin resulting from
appreciation is limited. Consequently, if appreciation continues its effect will be felt

י Leora Meridor and Shula Pessach, "The Real Exchange Rate in Israel: a LongRun
Perspective," Economic Quarterly, August 1995, pp. 284317 (Hebrew); Akiva Offenbacher,
Michael Beenstock, and Yaakov Lavi, A Macroeconomic Model for Israel for 196290, a
Market Equilibrium Approach to Aggregate Demand and Supply, Bank of Israel Discussion
Paper 92.07, 1992 (Hebrew).

g In 1995 some 50 percentof the exportsof traditional industries (food, beverages, tobacco,
textiles, clothing, leather and its products, paper and its products, and print and publishing)
went to the EU countries and 27 percent to the US. Some 28 percent of the products of high
tech industry, on the other hand, was exported to Europe and 34 percent to the US.
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more fully in the future. In addition, further rapid and sustainable economic growth
must be based on the expansionof exports, deriving from economies of scale. Exports
can serve as the engine of growth, however, only if macroeconomic conditions,
including fiscal restraint, stimulate their growth and ensure proiftability, enabling
them to compete on world markets.

In 1996 the relative profitability of exports was also affected by the relative fall in
the pirce of imported intermediates, which play a larger role in production for export
than for the domestic market. Another index of industiral export profitability is unit
labor cost.9 The 4 percent irse in this index in 1996, after 8 percent in both 1994 and
1995, indicates that erosion of the profitability of industiral exports is continuing.
Note, however, that this index is an aggregate, compirsing industires which differ
from one another (see next section and Section 6 in Chapter 2).
Alongside the indicators that profitability has fallen, some factors which are not

captured in them have boosted exports. These include the opening upofnew markets,
the significant growthof capital stock, and less directly the liberalizationoftrade.
The latter contributes to the longterm expansion of exports in two ways. First, it
encourages firms in the traditional industries to become more efficient, enabling them
to compete in international markets in the future, and secondly it facilitates penetration
of new markets by establishing trade contracts with them. The growth of exports to
Asian countires, imports from which have irsen appreciably in the last few years,
indicates that this process has begun.

Merchandise exports

Merchandise exports expanded by 6.8 percent in 1996, after increasing by 9.3
percent in 1995. Excluding diamonds and exports to the Autonomy and the
administered areas, the rise was 8.5 percent, after 4 percent in 1995. Industry
exports (excluding diamonds and exports to the Autonomy and the administered
areas) increased by 7.3 percent, compared with only 3.5 percent in 1995.
Agricultural exports soared by 23 percent while their price declined by 12
percent (Tables 6.4 and 6.A.4, and Figure 6.2).
The export trendsof the principal industires vaired (Tables 6.4 and 6.A.5). Exports

ofthe traditional, unskilledlaborintensive industires plummeted, while thoseof high
tech, exportoriented industry continued to expand apace. As the trend towards

The liberalization of
trade encouraged firms
in the traditional
industries to become
more efficient, and
facilitated the penetra
tion of new markets.

Merchandise exports
rose by 6.8 percent.

9 Note that this index is based on the real labor costs and productivity of industry as a
whole, and not only of export industries. In addition, the price of export product is an estimate
derived from output prices, an assumption as to the share ofinputs (some 40 percent), and the
postulate that the prices of inputs for export production behave in the same way as those of
inputs for manufacturing industry as a whole.
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Table 6.4
Merchandise Exports, 199196

)rate of change, percent(

DistriVolume
bution
1996199619951994

Average
199093

1006.89.31511.1Total net merchandise exportsa
67.88.54.013.513.6Total excl. diamonds, etc.b
64.37.33.513.915.1Industry excl. diamonds, etc.b
4.94.03.58.18.5of which Textiles, clothing, £ leather

34.013.20.315.419.1
Metals, machinery, electronic and

electrical equipment
3.923.116.912.01.0Agirculture

20.22.58.422.35.1Processed diamonds

4.115.641.135.722.0Raw diamonds

8.00.261.60.13.8
Merchandise exports to Autonomy
and administered areas

a According to balanceofpayments figures.
b Excluding diamonds, and exports to Autonomy and administered areas.

With growing globaliza
tion, the traditional
industries found it

increasingly difficult to
compete

on world markets.

globalization persisted with lower trade tariffs and the removal of barirers the
traditional industries found it increasingly difficult to compete on world markets, so
that the preferred statusof Israeli exports declined visavis countries with which it

does not have trade agreements (the explanation for the fall in Israel's textile exports
to the US in 1996 is thought to be the effect inter alia of the NAFTA trade agreement
granting Mexico preferred status). This problem was exacerbated by the considerable
irse in labor costs, especially of unskilled labor, airsing from the Minimum Wage
Law, as the share of workers earning the minimum wage is relatively high in these
industires. 10 The relative weakening of the European currencies and the large share of
exports to Europe of these industries also harmed theircompetitiveness. ' '
Hightech industries accounted for 34 percent of industrial exports in 1996

(Figure6.3). Its rapid growth reflects its reliance on oneof Israel's main comparative

10 Very few foreign workers are employed in manufacturing, in contrast to other industries,
so that they had relatively little effect in reducing the wagesof unskilled manufacturing workers.
'' Production for the domestic market by these industries also suffered as a result of the

liberalization of trade. Some mixed firms (producing for both the domestic market and for
expotr), in which production for the domestic market plays a large patr and whose expotrs
were also adversely affected, may close. The harm caused to expotrs by this is limited, however,
as most expotrs are from firms producing mainly for expotr. In addition, in industry in general,
and in mixed firms in particular, production may be divetred to expotr.
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Figure 6.2
Composition of Goods and Services Exports? 198896
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Excluding ships, planes, diamonds, and the Autonomy and the administered areas.

advantages its human capital. The expansionofthis industry was based on extensive
foreign investment, both by private investors and through offeirngs on stockmarkets
abroad. Some firms would have grown even more had it not been for the seirous
shortage of certain skilled workers, especially engineers and technicians.

Exports of mining and quarrying, and of nonmetallic minerals, industires which
are highly susceptible to world developments,12 fell by 8.5 and 9.6 percent respectively.
Most exportsof transport vehicles (muchof which consistsof defense exports) are of
airplanes, which are sold in large but discrete transactions and are hence characteirzed
by wide fluctuations. The decline in world demand for defense equipment has reduced

n According to the World Economic Outlook, the world (dollar) price of minerals fell
sharply in 1996, after rising steeply in 1995.
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Figure 6.3
Industrial and Software Exports, 198896
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the exports of this industry in the last few years, and in 1996 they fell by 3.7 percent,
after plummeting by 30 percent in 1995.
There is considerable variance between the export trends of different industries.

About one third of all industrial exports are of hightech industries, which grew by
between 15 and 20 percent in 1996. The traditional industries, whose exports declined,
account for about 19 percent. Quarries, minerals, and oil refining, whose exports also
fell and which are profoundly affected by world developments in these industries,
account for some 21 percent. The heterogeneityof exports, which with time has settled
into a pattern, makes them more impermeable to exogenous and endogenous shocks
(Figure 6.3).
Despite the strengthening of the dollar (relative to the European currencies), the

share of merchandise exports from Israel to the US has not risen. The growth of
exports to the other traditional markets, especially the countriesof the EU, slackened,
apparently also because of the weakening of their currencies. This was partly
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responsible for the widening of the trade deficit with the EU, which reached $ 9
billion. The penetrationof new markets (especially in Asia, excluding Japan) persisted,
and their share of exports rose. The liberalization of trade, which has led to a steep
increase in imports from those countries in recent years, may have boosted exports
by fostering trade relations with them.

Merchandise imports

Civilian merchandise imports were 4.9 percent higher in volume terms in 1996 than
in 1995; excluding fuel, diamonds, and imports from the Autonomy and the
administered areas, the rise was 7.4 percent (compared with increasesof 11.2 and 8.8
percent respectively in 1995). In dollar terms, import prices fell by 0.5 percent in
1996 (although prices of fuel and diamonds rose by 12.6 and 6 percent respectively),
compared with an 8 percent increase in 1995 (Tables 6.5 and 6.A.8).

The increase in imports of both consumer and capital goods persisted. Imports of
intermediates slowed appreciably, though when fuel and diamonds are excluded the
change was less pronounced. The persistent rapid expansion in imports of consumer
goods and the slowdown in thoseofintermediates are consistent with macroeconomic
developments the continued steep rise in private consumption and moderation of

3cf ~~

Table 6.5 :#י, /■ .

Merchandise Imports, 199196
(rate of change, percent)

. Distn ■Volume
bution.Average

. : 1996199619951994199193

■ 100.. 6.210.8.13.312.4Total net merchandise imports"
,'\ 97.2,4.911.2, V 13.512.7Total civilian imports5

\ 73.07.4.8.815.812.2 /Total civilian imports excl fuel, etc.c

 13.311.811.619.614.9Consumer goods

.,,.6.4,'■;. '9.412.9.. 14.612.10/vW11t/1 Durables

■"/ "■ ,69.04.5 .12.7.9.612.9Intermediates

45:5 ;6.8 ■10.311.412.5of which Excluding fuel and oil

18.0. 9.93:623:77.9Capital goods

12.8^0.611.7,. 17.210.2of which Plant and equipment ;

a According to foreigntrade figures..  .

.. .b^ccgrding;\t6:bajance£p^ figures.  .

c Excluding fuel^'diamonds,and imports from the Autonomy and. the administered

Civilian merchandise
imports, excluding fuel,
diamonds, and impotrs
from the Autonomy and
the administered areas,
rose by 7.4 percent.

^jL^d^'1"i;i!4̂
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aggregate supply, together with the diversion towards imports as their relative pirce
fell. There was a substantial increase in imports of goods for current consumption,
especially clothing and footwear, which grew by 25 percent. Alongside the decline in
domestic production in this industry, this indicates the diversionof demand to imports
as a result of the liberalization of trade. Imports of durables rose more moderately
(9.4 percent), with a decline in imports of transport vehicles, following their steep
irse in 1995. The slowdown in imports of durables was expected following the sharp
increases of the last few years that characteirzed the peirod in which new immigrants
purchased appliances. Importsof capital goods, especially plant and equipment, rose
less steeply than did investment in domestic productionof plant and equipment, despite
the fall in the relative pirce of these imports.
The rise in the share of imports from countires with which Israel does not have

trade agreements tapered off in 1996. The increaseof the last two years deirved from
the liberalization of trade and extensive imports of durable goods, in which those
countires specialize. In 1996 the shareofimports from the US and Japan rose steeply
by 20 percent for each country while imports from new sources grew by only 4
percent. Altogether, the liberalization of trade led to a switch to cheaper sources, and
the reduction of tariffs brought consumer pirces down.

The services account

Services impotrs
roseby 11.2 percent

in nominal terms,
mainly because

of the steep increase
in impotrs of labor ser
vices (foreign workers(.

The decline in services
expotrs was due mainly

to the fall in tourism.

In 1996 the export surplus on the services account (in this section this excludes capital
services and the Autonomy and the administered areas) of the last few years turned
into a deficit of $ 0.6 billion. Imports of services grew by 11.2 percent in nominal
terms, while exports rose by only 2.0 percent (Table 6.A.10). In volume terms, exports
of services declined by 0.3 percent, and imports rose by 13.6 percent. The slower rise
in income from services exports is largely due to the $ 140 million decline in exports
of touirsm services, income from which fell by 5 percent, after rising rapidly in the
preceding two years (Figure 6.4). As is well known, the sharp swings in this item in
the last few years are closely connected with security incidents. The rateofexpansion
of other services exports slowedmarkedly, too, most notable being transport services,
which are also affected by lfuctuations in touirsm.

In terms of volume, services imports surged by 13.6 percent in 1996, while pirces,
which had irsen by 8 percent in 1995, fell by 0.5 percent. The acceleration was not
uniform for all components; while imports of touirsm and transport vehicles services
slowed, those of other services accelerated, especially due to the sharp 56 percent
rise in imports of labor services (foreign workers). The latter was partly offset by a 25
percent drop in imports of labor services from the Autonomy and the administered
areas and a 63 percent fall in agents' fees (this item, which consists mainly of
commissions, is subject to wide lfuctuations(.
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Capital services

Net importsof capital services rose by $ 80 million in 1996, to$ 1.5 billionAlthough
the extent of capital services is determined mainly by past decisions. regarding
investments and loans, the expansion of shorttermcapital flows and the recent increase
in the foreignexchange reserves accentuate the effect of current decisions, too
(Table6.A. 16).

Trade with the Autonomy and the administered areas

The exportof goods and services tothe Autonomy and the administered areas remained
unchanged, after increasing sharply in 1995. The relatively high level of expotrs is
surprising in view of the steep 33 percent drop in income from work in Israel.
Imports of goods and services from the Autonomy and the administered areas fell by
some 10 percent in 1996, imports of goods (especially agricultural) declining by 36
percent after soaring by 62 percent in 1995 (Tables 6.A.3 and 6.A.8). Importsof labor
services fell by 25 percent in nominal terms. Trade with the Autonomy and the
administered areas has fluctuated widely in the last few years as a result of secuirty
incidents and the subsequent closures. Recently, foreign workers have begun to replace
workers from the Autonomy and the administered areas, especially in construction
and agirculture, making the effect of the closures more longterm in nature. In the

There is a growing
tendency to replace
workers from the
Autonomy and the
administered areas with
foreign workers.
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past there has been some substitution between importsof labor services andof goods
fromthe Autonomy and the administered areas, but in 1996 they both declined because
for part of the year the closure also applied to merchandise imports.

Unilateral transfers

In 1996 unilateral transfers amounted to $ 7.9 billion ($ 7.3 billion in 1995), and their
share of GDP fell slightly (Table 6.A.11). Transfers by the private sector remained
stable relative to 1995, after growing in the last few years. This is explained by the
irse in transfers by new immigrants and does not appear to be connected with changes
in yield differentials in this period. Transfers to the public sector, which amounted to
$ 3.6 billion in 1996, were up by 17 percent over 1995.

3. THE CAPITALACCOUNT

Capital inflows ex
ceeded the current

account deficit financing
requirement.

The rise in longterm
capital flows, especially

of nonresidents, is
connected with the

improvement in Israel's
economic standing and

credit risk rating.

Main developments

Capital inflow (both long and shortterm) was significantly higher in 1996 than the
currentaccount deficit financing requirement, and was accompaniedby a$ 3.5 billion
irse in the official foreignexchange reserves.13 The extent of the longterm capital
inflow was similar to the currentaccount deficit, so that the basic account was more
or less balanced. The capital inflowof the pirvate sector ($ 5.4 billion in 1996), which
exceeded its currentaccount deficit financing needs, contirbuted to the irse in the
foreign reserves,14 and consequently the implied capital imports of the pirvate sector
were over $ 6 biUion. In 1996 the publicsector surplus on its currentaccount balance of
payments was $ 500 million, and it contirbuted $ 2.6 billion to the reserves (Ible6.6). 15

The deficit on the current account has irsen significantly in the last four years,
after this showed a surplus or small deficit in the late 1980s. Longterm capital switched
from an annual average inflow of less than $ 100 million in 198892 to one of $ 2.9
billion in 199396, alongside a marked irse in foreign direct investment in 1995 and
1996 (see section on capital flows below). The notable expansion of certain long
term capital flows, especially the share of net foreign investment in financing the
deficit, is connected with the improvement in Israel's irsk rating in the last few years.
This improvement deirves inter alia from economic and political developments, the

l3 See note 2.
l4 At the end of February 1997 the foreignexchange reserves were almost $ 14 billion.
15 This included the US aid$ 950 mil'hon that should have been received at the end of

1995.
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liberalization of capital flows and foreign trade, and the receipt of the US govenrment
loan guarantees, which served to ameliorate assessmentsof the viabilityofextending
credit to Israeli firms and of investing in Israel. In the last few years this process has
been in line with the global trend towards investing in emerging economies.
The main factor serving to increase shorttermcapital flows in the last, two years

was the expected positive yield differential between foreign and domestic assets
resulting from the policy mix and specifically from monetary restraint, which kept
domestic interest rates relatively high. In the context of excess supply, the cessation
of the Bank of Israel's intervention in the foreignexchange market at the beginning
of 1996, enabling the free play of market forces, caused the exchange rate to fall and
to fluctuate more widely within the exchangerate band. This apparently inceased
uncetrainty regarding the expected exchange rate, thereby causing some slowing of
implied shotrtermcapital impotrs by the private sector relative to 1995.
The extent of the capital inflow (both shotr and longterm) made it possible to

finance the currentaccount deficit alongside a continuous rise in the foreignexchange
reserves, thereby reducing the motivation to take immediate steps to deal with the
growing deficit. Since shotrtermcapital flows are sensitive to yield differentials,
this trend could reverse if the latter were to change significantly in favor of foreign
assets, creating a dangerous dynamic in the foreignexchange market. Hence, the
abilityofthese flows to constitute a stable sourceof financing for the currentaccount

The increase in short
termcapital flows was
due largely to yield
differentials between
domestic and foreign
assets.
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deficit is limited. Although the inflow oflongtermcapital is less responsive to short
term changes in interestrate differentials, and the risk inherent in them with regard to
large and rapid changes in the Bank of Israel's foreignexchange reserves is smaller,
there is no guarantee that the longtermcapital inflowofthe last few years will persist
atthat level, Shifts in foreign assessments regarding Israel's economy, as well as
exogenous changes such as a slowdown in the worldwide trend of investing in
emerging economies, could impair the ability to finance the deficit by longterm
capital inflow. On the other hand, the persistence and even acceleration of the
trend of longtermcapital inflow, without an equivalent increase in domestic demand,
will help to perpetuate the real appreciation of the last few years, as has occurred in
several countries.

The exchange rate
against the currency
basket rose by 3 per
cent during the year.

Monetary policy, the exchange rate, and the foreignexchange reserves

The official foreignexchange reserves rose by $ 3.5 billion in 1996, the private sector
contributing $ 860 million to the increase, and the public sector $ 2.6 billionThe
exchange rate against the basket of currencies rose by about 3 percent during the
year, less than the slopeof the exchangerate band (6 percent), with a trend away
from the midpoint rate (Figure 6.5). The exchange rate against the dollar rose by
5 percent during the year the difference in the change in the two exchange rates
being due to the strengthening of the dollar relative to the other currencies
comprising the basket.

Figure 6.5
Departure from the Midpoint Rate of the Exchange Rate Against

0/0 the Currency Basket, 199196
3

1991 1992

SOURCE: Bank of Israel.

1993 1994 1995 1996
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During most of 1996 there was excess supply on the foreignexchange market, due
in part to the interestrate differentials arising from the Bank of Israel's
contractionary monetary policy, and in part to continued longtermcapital inflow.
In 1995, in order to prevent the exchange rate from falling too far within the
exchangerate band, the central bank bought foreign exchange. Since February 1996,
however, it has refrained from intervening in the market provided the exchange rate
is above the lower limit of the band, allowing excess supply to depress the exchange
rate without affecting the reserves. Inmid 1995 the exchangerate band was widened
from ±5 percent to ±7 percent, allowing the exchange rate to respond more fully
to shifts in supply (Figure 6.6).
The increasing openness of the economy to capital movements makes it dififcult

to conduct monetary policy given an exchange rate that fluctuates within a band. If
domestic interest rates create yield differentials visavis abroad, this will be expressed

For most of the year
the Bank of Israel
allowed excess
supply to depress
the exchange rate.
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Figure 6.7
Ratio of ShortTerm ForeignCurrency Credit and Assets to the

"h Official Reserves, 199196
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8Assets assessed according to dollar exchange rate at upper limit of exchangerate band.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

to a great extent by excess supply of foreign exchange, and hence also by nominal
appreciation, provided the central bank does not intervene. If it does intervene in the
foreignexchange market, however, the central bank must also do so in the money
market, in order to absorb excess liquidity and must bear the attendant costs.
The Bank of Israel's foreignexchange reserves indicate the economy's ability to

meet its shortterm commitments. One of the measures of this is the number of import
months covered by the reserves. The substantial increase in the foreignexchange
reserves in the last two years was not reflected by a significant rise in the number of
import months, due to the marked expansion ofimports (Table 6.A. 1 8). However, the
importance of the official foreignexchange reserves is declining as the economy
becomes more open to capital flows. This change makes it possible to finance the
currentaccount deficit (in the short term) to a greater extent by capital inflow, relying
less on the reserves. However, the relative ease with which capital may flow also
makes a rapid drop in the reserves possible if economic agents' assessments change.
Indicators of potential pressure on the reserves are the ratios of liquid localcurrency
assets and of shortterm foreigncurrency credit to the reserves (Figure 6.7). These
two ratios rose significantly in the last two years despite the marked increase in the
reserves, indicating that demand pressures could emerge on the foreignexchange
market if there were a shift in assessments regarding changes in the exchange rate.
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Capital lfows

The public sector
The public sector increased its borrowing abroad, taking loans ofa net $ 1.8 billion in
1996 to finance its activities. The backdrop to this was the increased budget deficit
financing requirement, which substantially exceeded the 1996 target, and the absence
of an increase in net domestic financing through the issueofbonds and sale of assets.
Gross borrowing by the government in 1996 by means of bonds issued under the US
government guarantees was $ 1.9 billion, most of which served to finance the domestic
deficit after the US had permitted this.16 In contrast with 1994 and 1995, when the
government extended credit amounting to $ 1.5 billion borrowed in this framework
to the private sector, in 1996 it transferred less than $ 100 million to this sector In
addition, net borrowing abroad by the government amounted to $ 400million through
issues of independence and development bonds, and an unprecedented $ 470 million
not under the US government guarantees on European and USmarkets,17 $ 200 million
of which was borrowed for the first time by means of Eurobonds. Interest on loans
under the US government guarantees was 0.1 to 0.2 percentage points higher than the
yield on US government bonds, so that together with the various commissions and
expenses this differential was 0.7 percentage points. The fact that the government
also resorted to markets abroad to finance the domestic budget deficit reduced the
pressure on domestic yields, which on average were slightly higher in 1996 than in
1995 and above financing costs abroad. The US government guarantees enable Israel's
government to obtain credit on relatively good terms, as a result of both their direct
effect on the cost of credit extended under them and their indirect effect on the country's
risk rating. Net borrowing by the government not under the guarantees at this relatively
early stage improves its ability to borrow on international markets in the future, even
when the guarantees are no longer in effect, because of the experience and repute
acquired. Nonetheless, financing the budget deifcit by borrowing abroad, which
increases the money supply (rather than financing itby net borrowing from the public)
requires the deploymentof monetary instruments in order to absorb the excess liquidity.
This procedure incurs costs which eventually increase the publicsector deficit.
Consequently, the overall cost of financing the domestic budget deficit through the

The public sector
financed the domestic
deficit primarily by
borrowing abroad.

16 At the beginning of 1997 the government borrowed an additional $ 750 million under
the guarantees. Altogether, to date the government has borrowed $ 7.3 billion in this framework,
and is entitled to borrow another $ 2 billion in 1997 and 1998.

n Some $ 210 million was from banks in Europe and the Far East, $ 200 million in
Eurobonds, and $ 58 million (denominated in German marks) as an additional tranche within
the framework of $ 250 million (in German marks), part of which was borrowed in 1995 from
banks in Europe, the US, and the Far East.
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Reported capital inflow
of the nonfinancial

private sector
was $ 4 billion.

Much of the inflow of
long and medium
term capital of the
nonfinancial private
sector came from

nonresidents' invest
ment in Israel.

foreign debt is higher than is indicated by foreigndebtservicing costs. Futrhermore,
reducing the government's net domestic borrowing alongside absorption by the Bank
of Israel serves to increase the liquidity of the domestic publicsector debt.
The recorded shotrterm capital inflow of the public sector was $ 800 million in

1996. This represents the recorded capital inflow of $ 950 million arising from the
need to adjust balanceofpayments items to the delay in the receipt of part of the
US aid and the smaller capital outflow. Without this adjustment the extent of
recorded capital exports by the public sector in 1996 is smaller, similar to the
amount of recent years.

The nonifnancial private sector
The repotred capital inflowofthe nonfinancial private sector was $ 4 billion in 1996
$ 2.7 billion of it long term, and the rest shotr term. Implied capital impotrs of the
nonfinancial private sector (this sector's currentaccountdeficit p/w5■ its effect on the
reserves), which includes the foreigncurrency credit taken by this sector from domestic
banks (i.e., from authorized dealers) and convetred into local currency, was lower
than in 1995, but still very high some $ 7.6 billion. The decline in 1996 reflects
mainly the slower rate of expansion of credit from authorized dealers.

Long andmediumterm capitallfows: The long and mediumterm capital inflow of
the nonfinancial private sector rose to $ 2.7 billion in 1996 from $ 1.5 billion in 1995
over 60 percent being net investment in Israel by nonresidents, and the rest long and
mediumterm loans (Table 6.8). Capital inflow fluctuated widely during the year
becauseofthe way capital was raised relatively large share offerings, and borrowings
at cetrain times during the year.

Table 6.7
Implied Capital Importsofthe Pirvate Sector, 199296

' Including foreigncurrency credit from domestic banks.

)$ billion(

19961995199419931992

6.26.41.41.02.4
Total capital inflow of
private sector

3.64.90.60.81.3Shortterm

7.610.93.00.01.4
Total foreigncurrency sources of
nonfinancial private sectora

4.99.42.20.10.2Shortterm
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Net longterm borrowing abroad by the nonfinancial private sector was about
$ 1 billion in 1996, prominent among this being the $ 700 million borrowed by the
Israel Electric Company18$ 125 million of it for 30 years and $ 125 million for 100
years and the $ 350 million borrowed by Bezeq (the telephone company). The
readiness of nonresident investors to extend longterm credit to an Israeli company
attests to the trust they place in Israeli ability to meet its longterm obligations. The
premium required by lenders on the loan extended to the Electric Company was 0.9
percentage points above the yield on US Tbonds for the same period, also indicating
that the risk attirbuted to loans to Israeli firms is not high.
.The extent of foreign investment in Israel in 199596 was significantly greater

than in the past few years, and amounted to $ 2.4 billion, most of it direct and the rest
in securities traded on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE)19 (Figures 6.8 and 6.9).
The increase in 1996 was due entirely to the $ 400 million raised in share ofeirngs

Foreign investment in
Israel in 1 99596 was
significantly higher than
in previous years.

18 Like the other publicsector corporations, the Israel Electric Company is ascribed to the
private sector in the balance of payments.

19 Nonresidents' purchases of Israeli securities offered abroad is recorded by the CBS as
direct investment; purchases of securities on the TASE is recorded as investment in securities.
This classification, which makes no economic distinction between investments that are
essentially longterm and others that are of a shortterm and/or financial nature, will be changed
in the future.
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Figure 6.8
Foreign Direct Investment and Residents' Investment Abroad, 199096
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8Positive values for investment abroad by residents indicate capital outflow, negative
values indicate capital inflow (sales of assets).
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

Figure 6.9
Net Portfolio Investment Abroad, 199096
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SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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abroad by Israeli ifrms (both public and private), which accounted for about one third
of total direct investmentin 1996, especially in software, communications, and
chemicals. In the last few years there has been a tendency for industrial firms, especially
in computers and electronics, to raise capital by offering shares on the US capital
market20 rather than in Israel. This increases the share in these ifrms held by nonresident
investors, and signals thelatter 's trust in the firms' ability to grow. Since 1992
investment in Israel by nonresidents has been rising gradually. To a great extent, this
trend is in line with the significant improvement of the last few years in Israel's credit
irsk rating, and was accompanied by an equivalent irse in nonresidents' investment in
Israeli secuirties.
Foreign investment in secuirties traded on the TASE amounted to $ 340 million in

1996. This kind of investment, which tends to fluctuate quite widely, has risen
considerably sincemid1993 as a result of positive political developments at that
time. The stock ofgovernment bonds and Treasury bills held by nonresidents remained
at the low level of 1996$ 220million most of it in foreigncurrencyindexed bonds.
It seems, therefore, that considerations concerning Israel's economic future played a
large part in nonresidents' decisions regarding investment in Israel in 1996, and are
relatively less sensitive to shortterm changes in expected yields on alternative assets.

Economic activity in

Israel by nonresidents is
explained by longterm
considerations rather
than shotrterm yield
differentials.

Figure6.1 (ip
Monthly Standard Deviation of CurrencyBasket Exchange Rate, 199396

1993 ,1994
~,3.: ."

SOURCE: Bank of Israel

^95 *i§§§iief1996

20 In 1996, 75 percent of offerings (including private placements) were made abroad (40
percent in 1995).
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Table 6.9
Indicatorsof the YieldDifferential, 199596

a In currencybasket terms.
b Less 35 percent income tax on foreigncurrency interest.

)percent(

19961995

IVmIIIIVIIIIII

Interest on
17.818.417.416.616.716.216.818.73month localcurrency credit

6.05.96.06.06.56.77.07.03month foreigncurrency credita

15.316.316.014.214.113.513.816.0
Yield to maturity on3month
Treasury bills

4.74.84.74.75.25.35.55.8Libor
Expected depreciation based on

6.06.06.06.06.06.06.06.0Slope of band
11.612.49.610.59.79.57.07.4Slope plus distance from midpoint rate

13.08.417.76.513.42.53.510.7Actual depreciation
Yield differential on assets'1

6.37.27.05.14.74.04.26.2Slope of band
0.60.83.30.71.00.63.24.8Slope plus distance from midpoint rate
0.721.64.817.62.712.66.71.5Perfect projection

Yield differential on liabilities
5.96.55.44.64.23.53.85.7Slope of band
0.30.11.70.00.50.02.84.3Slope plus distance from midpoint rate

1.121.06.417.13.212.06.30.9Perfect projection

0.040.010.050.020.050.020.010.03
Standard deviation of NIS/currency
basket exchange rate

The reason for this may lie in considerationsof exchangerate irsk, which nonresidents
perceive as relatively large, so that the yield differentials facing them are not attractive.
Shares and convertible secuirties held by nonresidents constitute 10 percent of the
total market value, while tradable bonds account for less than 1 percent.
Net investment abroad by residents was $ 700 million in 1996, similar to its level

in the last few years. About half of it was in chemicals and oil, reflecting mainly one
large transaction. Most of the investment of recent years has been in electronics and
communications, principally in western Europe and the US. The extentofinvestment
in the traditional industries textiles and food, which require less skilled workers
and in eastern Europe, where labor costs are relatively low, is small, so that investment
abroad does not appear to stem from considerations of labor costs, but rather from
those of cooperation, in the context of technological and marketing needs.
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Capital Flows3oftheBairlangSpeni, 199096
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a Positive values indicate capital inlfow,and.negative values indicate capital outlfow.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureauof Statistics data.

Shorttermlfows: Recorded shotrterm capital inflowof the nonfinancial pirvate sector
in 1996 was $1.4 billionAssuming that the 'errors and omissions' item in the balance
ofpayments mainly reflects unrepotred shotrterm capital flows,21 the shotrterm capital
inflow of the nonfinancial private sector22 may be estimated by calculating the
difference between this sector's basic account and its contirbution to the foreign
exchange reserves. The shotrterm capital flowsof the entire pirvate sector (including
the financial sector) may be estimated in the same way. This calculation shows that
while shotrterm capital inflow moderated to some extent in 1996, it is still quite
substantial (Table 6.7). In the long run, the rise in implied shotrterm capital impotrs
is notable, and is presumably due to the irse in nominal localcurrency interest in this
peirod and the greater openness of the economy to capital flows.

The expected yield differential between domestic and foreign assets (credit) is the
interestrate spread (including the irsk premium) together with expectations of an
exchangerate change in the relevant horizon. Domestic interest rates remained
relatively high in 1996 the annual average interest on 3month localcurrency credit
was 17.5 percent, similar to the rate in 1995.23 On the other hand, indicators ofinterest

2' Part of this item may also reflect measurement problems in other currentaccount items,
especially touirsm, diamonds, and other services.

22 This estimate includes the foreigncurrency sources that the domestic banks make avail
able to the nonifnancial private sector.

23 Interest on longerterm unindexed credit was one percentage point higher, so that the
spread on foreigncurrency credit was even greater.

Shortterm capital
inflow moderated to
some extent in 1996,
but was still consider
able.

Yield differentials
between domestic and
foreign assets have
remained relatively
stable in the last
two years.
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At the end of 1 996
Standard S Poor's
agency again gave
Israel the relatively
high rating of A.

rates abroad show that they fell slightly, helping to widen the spread. Since depreciation
expectations are not an observable vairable, they can be estimated bymaking vairous
assumptions. Accordingly, as Table 6.9 shows, yield differentials in the last two years
were relatively stable on average, with a slight rise in 1996.
Decisions regarding the asset (and liabilities) portfolio should also relate to the

level of uncertainty involved in assessing the expected yield. The cessation of
the Bank of Israel's intervention in foreigncurrency trading serves to increase
expected exchangerate variance (even though this may not actually happen),
and consequently increases the risk associated with foreigncurrency assets
(credit), and may cause shortterm capital inflow to decline. The greater volatility
of the exchange rate in 1996 than in 1995 (Figure 6.11) supports the hypothesis
that the risk arising from exposure to foreigncurrency liabilities has increased.
A marked rise in the demand for instruments intended to hedge against exchange
rate changes a marked rise in 1996 supports this assessment. The fact that the
exchange rate remained close to the lower limitof the band in September and October,
alongside the BankofIsrael's intervention to prevent it from deviating from the band,
did not serve to significantly increase expectations that it would rise. The explanation
for this may lie in the expectations of the public that the interest rate would remain
relatively high, in viewof the deviation from the planned budget deficit and efforts to
attain the inflation target.

Country risk: Acountry's or firm's irsk rating is an important tool for enabling potential
investors and lenders to assess the level of risk involved in a given transaction, and
consequently influences readiness to extend credit as well as its cost. Israel's past
economic performance, which attests to the nature and functioning of the markets,
and assessments of its future performance growth potential and irsk are crucial
elements in its rating. The size ofthe currentaccount deficit, and ofthe debt which is
derived from it, are very important in assessing a country's ability to meet its
obligations, and hence the irsk associated with lending to it.
Israel's credit irsk rating,24 as reflected in the lists published by the journals

Euromoney and Institutional Investor, indicates a significant improvement in 1993
relative to the 1980s, in the wake of political developments, and this has remained
relatively stable since then (Figure 6.12). An impotrant rating, published by Standard
and Poor's, accorded Israel a relatively high rank, A in 1996, similar to its 1995
rating. The rating accorded by Moody's was similar. Another positive indicator was
the decision by the IMF at the beginning of 1997 to include Israel in the category of
industrialized economies.

24 A higher rating means lower risk.
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■i|p*yFigure 6.12
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aA higher rating means a lower credit risk.
b Until 1992 on an annual basis, thereafter halfyearly. . .'

The liberalizationofcapitalflows: The main advantage of liberalizing capital flows
is its contribution to improving the competitiveness of the financial sector and
encouraging foreign investment in Israel, while presenting savers and investors
with true pricesand.improving the efficiency of resourceallocation. Liberalization
increases capital flows to and from Israel, and hence accentuates fluctuations in
the exchange rate and/or the foreignexchange reserves. On the other hand, it
also helps to expand the foreignexchange market and thus also works in the opposite
direction reducing fluctuations.
The liberalization of capital movements in recent years has been characterized by

the gradual removalof controls, facilitating financial transactions between Israel and
abroad.25 No substantial changes were made in the Foreigh;Exchange Control
regulations in 1996, the principal amendments being that residents were permitted to
purchase vacation units abroad for up to $ 15,000, subject to certain restrictions, the
ceiling on credit card pucrhases in foreign currency was raised, and import payments
could be made bymeansofcomputerized communication. Some additional relaxations
of the regulations were introduced in January 1997 regarding the management of
foreignexchange accounts, purchase of foreign securities and foreign currency, and
exportof assets. Despite the liberalizationmeasures, there is still asymmetry between

The liberalization of
capital flows in recent
years has been
characterized by the
gradual removal of
controls, making
financial transactions
between Israel and
abroad easier.

25 See also previous editions of this publication and reports of the Controller of Foreign
Exchange.
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Despite the liberaliza
tion process, there is

still asymmetry between
the controls and

taxation on capital
inflow and outflow.

the restrictions and taxation on capital inlfow and capital outflow. Over and beyond
longterm considerations that support greater liberalization, including that of capital
outlfow, the reduction of discrimination would make portfolio investment abroad
more attractive26 (especially in view of the surge in the financial markets abroad),
reduce the supplyofforeign currency, and makemonetarypolicymanagement easier.
In addition, the tax distorts the allocation of resources, preventing the country from
attaining the larger income that could be obtained by investing abroad. Nonetheless,
caution is required in the removal of restrictions in order to minimize the danger that
capital inlfows will reverse and become extensive capital outlfows which could shake
the financial markets.

4. THE FOREIGN DEBTANDTHE RESERVES

The net foreign debt
continued to decline
as a percentage of

GDPin 1996.

The currentaccount deficit can be financed by drawing down the official foreign
exchange reserves, borrowing abroad, or net investment by nonresidents. In 199596
the latter financed 30 percent of the deficit, compared with some 7 percent in the
preceding two years. The equivalent decline in financing by borrowing abroad was
expressed in a relatively slow rise in net liabilities, despite the increase in the current
account deficit.

Figure 6.13
Compositionof Net Foreign Debt, 198596

1985 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

94 95 96

26 The DowJones Index in New York went up by some 26 percent in 1996; after deducting
35 percent for taxes, the real dollar yield was about 17 percent.
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In 1996 the declining trend in the net foreign debt/GDP ratio which has been
evident since the mid1980s continued; from a peak of 74 percent in 1985 it fell to
20.5 percent at the end of 199627 (Figure 6.13). At the beginning ofthe 1990s the
reduction of the debt was made possible primarily by the decline in the debt of the
private sector (including the financial sector), while the government's debt remained
stable (Table 6.10). The significant irse in the currentaccount deficit of the pirvate
sector since 1995 has served to increase the foreign debt of that sector (including the
ifnancial sector). Furthermore, capital inflow over and beyond the deficitifnancing
requirementofthe pirvate sector, with the resultant irse in the Bank oflsrael's foreign
exchange reserves, contirbuted to the irse in the debt of the pirvate sector and an
equivalent fall in that of the public sector. The fact that part of the government's
domestic deficit was financed by borrowing abroad (alongside a surplus in the
government's foreign current account) did not affect its foreign debt because it was
accompanied by a proportionate increase in the foreignexchange reserves. All in all,
the rise in the foreignexchange reserves contirbuted 2.4 percent of GDP to the
reduction of the net foreign debt of the public sector.28
The recorded decline in the debt burden is biased downward because the faster irse

in the implicit pirce index of GDP than in the nominal exchange rate against the
dollar overstates the value of GDP in dollar terms. Net debtservicing payments fell
by 7 percent in dollar terms in 1996 due to the decline in repayment of the pirncipal
and stability in net interest repayments. This development was expressed in a decline
in the debtservicing burden relative to both GDP and exports (Table 6.A.16(.

Table 6.10
;Sectoral Compositionof Net ForeignDebt, 199196

of GDP(■■ )percent

199619951994199319921991

5:84.5■ 3.43.9' 5.3Nonfinancial private sector 4.3
.. !.I1.90.9, 3.22.64.4Banking system

;■ 13.616.5 '.19.420.120.3.  .17.3Public sector , " ■.'

. 20.522.923.827.3'28.326. CTotal '^ , '

27 Note that the reported debt, especially the shortterm one, is an underestimate.
28 This figure includes $ 950 million ofUS aid for 1995, see note 2.
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